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It’s one thing to start digitization  
of the factory. It’s another thing to 
scale it in a systematic and sustainable 
way—particularly in an environment 
where market dynamics are changing 
fast and there’s a need to economically 
manufacture lot sizes of one. Yet this  
is what it takes to make next-generation  
manufacturing a reality, satisfying 
customer needs and improving 
competitiveness.  
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While manufacturing has been under pressure to transform  for more than a  
decade, there is greater urgency to do so today. Technology is evolving fast, and 
markets never stand still, disruption is all around, and technology is evolving fast.  
Most manufacturers often take a technology-first approach to digitization. They 
sometimes develop point solutions without a scaling plan or end-to-end support  
and insufficient budgets. These solutions often stay nice showcases that are  
easily forgotten.  

Manufacturers that continue with this patchwork approach to digitizing 
manufacturing will fall behind. With growing demand for customized products, 
manufacturers—particularly across industrial equipment, consumer goods, 
components as well as OEMs—must streamline their value chain to speed  
time to market. They need smart factories that use a constant data stream  
from connected operations to respond to demand fluctuations and produce  
lot sizes of one. They need a well-integrated factory set-up driven by an  
integrated technology architecture that predicts and responds to future events.  
This is the essence of next-generation manufacturing. 

Adopting next-generation manufacturing can be overwhelming. That’s why Accenture 
and SAP are joining forces. With pre-built accelerators and strong assets and tools, we 
can help manufacturers drive a systematic digital transformation that is centered on 
people—and sustainable over time.

Let’s look at our shared insight into must-have characteristics for every manufacturer. 
We’ll also provide guidance on small, systematic steps that companies can take to 
enable next-generation manufacturing.

Next-generation manufacturing 
demands a shift from linear 
processes to a flexible, 
automated and scalable unit 
that adapts fast to market 
change.

From point solutions to true 
digital transformation



Where success begins —  
three characteristics of next-generation manufacturing 
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Manufacturers are often so focused on the technology aspect of digitization that 
they overlook people—what they need and how they can best use the technology  
to deliver outcomes. Only digital transformation that combines technology with  
and for people can realize it’s full potential.

Think first about the people involved in the core manufacturing process.  
With smarter connected processes on the factory floor, individual end users  
can use data to provide actionable insights. SAP makes this possible with its 
Intelligent Enterprise Platform that “experientializes” data from any business 
function.

Manufacturers must also factor in the experiences of the people who are responsible 
for executing the digital transformation. This is what Accenture and SAP’s 
“Manufacturing Reference Architecture” provides: a view of what a future digital 
enterprise would look like, both from a business and technology perspective. 

Finally, manufacturers cannot lose sight of the people who will eventually consume 
the products they create. They have to align processes and production facilities  
to meet consumer demands at speed and scale. With this in mind, the 
Manufacturing Reference Architecture is specifically designed to transform 
businesses in the configure-to-order archetype to adapt quicker to market demands.

         A strong focus on people 1.
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Flexibility is paramount as the conventional model of limited variants and mass-
producing factories gives way to multiple variants that can be super-customized to 
meet individual needs. Yet most factories are not very flexible—and neither are the 
legacy technologies that power them. 

The unpredictability of the market also makes flexibility key. Every customer wants 
“the latest and greatest” right now. This leaves manufacturers having to flex fast to 
deliver. Consider the industrial manufacturers that now build machines with open 
communication protocols for seamless integration. Another case in point: White 
goods manufacturers that must enable their equipment to talk to virtual assistants.

There’s also the need for flexible production facilities and enabling technologies. 
Manufacturers cannot price competitively without them. This is why a technology 
landscape that scales horizontally and vertically, a lean architecture, and advanced 
intuitive technology are not just nice-to-haves, they are must-haves.

It’s also important to remember the need for flexibility around business models. An 
outcome-based business model implies not only the ability to control equipment 
performance, but also the adaptation of accounting systems and company 
workforce.

            Flexibility, flexibility, flexibility              Automation of the full enterprise   

Factory automation decisions often occur at the plant level. But as digital enterprises 
move toward a vertically-integrated and transparent system, automation requirements 
must happen at the enterprise level. And the ability to automate and speed-up 
processes depends heavily on the underlying technology. 

This is a weak link for many manufacturers. Technology obsolescence in the form of  
old machines, legacy software and over-customization of ERP systems is a common 
challenge. What’s needed are applications with open application programming 
interfaces (APIs) that can be integrated easily for scalability now and in the future.

As manufacturers invest to address these weak links, there are some fundamentals to 
follow to support automation of their production and business lines. When selecting 
the right technology solution, they must consider the out-of-the-box functionalities 
offered by platform, openness to integrate, licensing structure and development 
skills required to work on and maintain the technology.

As part of this process, manufacturers should also take the time to identify a starting 
point and build a scalable roadmap. Most manufacturers, in the hurry to stay 
relevant, start with the quickest plug-and-play solution available in the market 
without assessing its impact on the overall business and the technology landscape.  
A step-by-step scaling plan helps to sustain the transformation.

2. 3.
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With years of experience successfully 
delivering digital manufacturing and 
enterprise transformation initiatives, 
Accenture and SAP have created a 
structured, step-by-step approach to 
digital adoption. Our Manufacturing 
Reference Architecture is at the heart  
of this approach. 

The Manufacturing Reference Architecture provides a vendor-
agnostic view to help manufacturers understand the end-to-end 
capabilities they need to support digital transformation. It answers the 
frequently asked question: What does the digital enterprise look like? 
 
Key features 
•  Includes common use cases that manufacturers adopt in digital  

transformation projects and provides a deep dive into them

•  Goes beyond the typical process-driven view to reflect real 
requirements in a configure-to-order scenario

•  Covers vital value chain functions across horizontal and vertical 
processes in engineering, manufacturing and production

•  Maps SAP® technology to the technology-agnostic framework to 
identify the strength of the end-to-end SAP landscape in 
enabling business operations

Small steps, big results —  
the digital manufacturing journey
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Partners in innovation

Our Manufacturing Reference 
Architecture is unique in the market  
and only made possible by our  
strong solution development and 
delivery partnership. 

Accenture combines people, technology and industry excellence  
to take enterprise transformation to the next level. In doing so,  
we create powerful change, and accelerate the path to value for  
our clients.

SAP’s core technology is increasingly modular, cloud-based and 
user-centric—and with SAP’s team of architects, it can be customized 
to client requirements.
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The business capability and process view of the Manufacturing Reference Architecture  
provides a complete view of all required business capabilities. 
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The technology framework of the Manufacturing Reference Architecture defines the technical 
capabilities that are required to support the business functions.
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A German automotive supplier wanted  
to seamlessly connect the shop floor  
with the enterprise with “one version of 
the truth” made possible by globally 
aligned processes and IT systems. 
IT and process experts from Accenture 
worked with the client to develop an 
architecture blueprint, identify a software 
vendor and create workstreams based on 
the architectural layers. By implementing 
the SAP technology stack across three 
factories, the company was able to 
connect multiple production lines and 
build a whole new level of transparency  
to monitor operations in near real time. 

KEY WORKSTREAMS

• Manufacturing execution. Create 
edge, execution & machine integration 
layer to enable seamless data flow from 
production assets to management and 
data analysts. 

• Reporting. Enable performance 
improvement through close to real- 
time decision-making capability on  
SAP Analytics Cloud.

• Advanced analytics. Design and 
implement advanced analytics 
capabilities using Apache Hadoop  
tools on SAP Big Data Services, to 
simplify querying for data scientists.

KEY VALUE

• Creation of single source of truth via 
a harmonized data lake across multiple 
production areas.

• Design standardization of MES layer  
for further scaling and upgrades. 

• Creation of a structure that builds on 
existing querying practices. The final 
structure design is optimized for queries 
and is easily scalable, which streamlines 
analysis of process parameters.

• Focus on storage optimization to reduce 
storage costs and maximize performance. 
The approach includes classification 
of data points between hot and cold 
storage.

Accenture’s industry know-how with SAP solution in practice  
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When it comes to an adoption strategy for digital transformation, 
manufacturers don’t have to get stuck in “pilot purgatory.” Drawing on  
our Manufacturing Reference Architecture and combined experience,  
we have developed a step-wise adoption strategy. 

Manufacturers choose the place to start based on their current state.  
Each step gradually increases the transformation team’s level of 
engagement and technology adoption into the enterprise. The key  
is to use each stage as a stepping stone to the next. 

A proven adoption strategy 
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Start. The digital transformation starts by building an 
understanding of the digital ecosystem and aligning around 
the vocabulary used to define the latest digital concepts,  
such as digital twin. This creates a common foundation and 
high-level view of manufacturer’s digital maturity. 

Ideate. This phase helps identify areas of digital adoption 
using design thinking approaches. It is also a time to prioritize 
the adoption roadmap in line with the work that manufacturers 
have already done to improve the digital maturity of some of 
their function areas.  

Define. Now the manufacturer can create the organizational 
strategy to support digital adoption. Working from the digital 
potential identified in the previous phase, the focus is on 
building a list of business cases, and in turn, assessing the 
impact on the technology.
 
Assess and build. Having defined the reference architecture, 
now the focus is to identify a scope for implementing a 
proof-of-concept or a pilot. It includes finalizing the technology 
partner and creating the target architecture. After development 
and testing of the first proof-of-concept, the team defines 
standards of adoption, which creates a starting point for 
further scaling.  

Scale and roll out. Business leads from multiple geographies 
as well as a dedicated cross-functional dedicated scale-out 
team join with the consulting and technology partners to 
develop a long-term roll-out plan Templates are built for 
different configuration scenarios based on the business types 
and manufacturing requirements. Along with a technology 
adoption, an organization-wide change management program 
is key so the transformation is successful over time.

POC 1

POC 2

Engagement Profile

Cross-  
functional 
team for 
multiple 
BUs and 
plants

Cross- 
functional 
team across 
lead plants 
MVP for one 
plant

One plant & 
selected 
project team 
& machines

Leadership & 
functional 
leads

SteerCo/
Leadership Engagement 

Duration

4-6 
Hours

1-2 
Days

1-2 
Months

4-6 
Months

1+ 
years

Scale to 
more units

Scale to 
larger 
plansExperiment & 

re-configure

Start

Ideate

Define

Assess & build

Scale & rollout

We recommend an agile approach to drive fast improvements
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The manufacturing environment is not 
what it used to be. Today’s manufacturers 
need a scalable, systematic and sustainable 
way to bring their factories into the digital 
age. Accenture and SAP combine industry 
insight and powerful technologies to help 
them do this—so they can become truly 
modern manufacturers that move at market 
pace, or faster. 
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